Yeats holds bidding interruption, grew ever more fantastic and inventive. forth He was trying, he said finally, to inspire the youth of Ireland with the national ideals found in Berkeley and in Swift. The poetry of the Irish movement had served its purpose and was dead, Berkeley learned his nationalism in the university, Swift in politics. He could not accept the new Realism —that the seen can exist independently of seeing. He spoke of the enigma of Berkeley's personality, the fiery entries in his commonplace book, the contrast with Berkeley's portraits and his later work, and of Berkeley's love of conversation-—the dominant trait in his character. Berkeley returned from America when he had finished telling the Americans of his new philosophy.
After Trevelyan left us, Ramsay wondered, he said, how he could have wished to interrupt—he himself sat spellbound; he could not have broken the thread of Yeats's wonderful talk.
Yeats sat usually alone at the Athenaeum and spoke to no one, but my friend John Sparrow tolcl me how about this time he was conversing with Yeats at the Mitre at Oxford, and how Yeats's words 'the tragedy of sexual intercourse is the perpetual virginity of the souls', resounded through the lounge, and of the startled looks on the part of persons reading the Sporting and Dramatic New mdthz Bystander.
'Sexual intercourse', he went on, 'is the attempt to solve the eternal antinomy, doomed to failure because it takes place only on one side of the gulf, which separates the one and the many, or, if you like, God and man. But the antinomy is there and can be represented only by a myth. The whole of life, the world itself, arises out of the opposition of these two. You must have a myth. No one can live without a myth. No myth can be proved; but we test it by our everyday experience.' Yeats himself had no metaphysics, though plenty of mysticism.
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